Abstract-We propose a method for controlling mode-dependent gain in a multimode Erbium-doped fiber amplifier by tuning the mode content of a multimode pump. The resulting device is suitable for mode-division multiplexed transmission.
INTRODUCTION
Advances in coherent detection and signal processing have led to tremendous growth in system capacity. Recently, 100-Tb/s transmission was reported over a single-mode fiber (SMF) at a spectral efficiency (SE) of 11 b/s/Hz [1] . Fiber nonlinearity precludes using increasingly high power to increase SE. Even if fiber was linear, Shannon's limit shows capacity only scales logarithmically with signal-to-noise ratio, so high SE is power inefficient. A more power-efficient solution is mode-division multiplexing (MDM), where independent information is carried over multiple orthogonal modes. MDM transmission experiments were recently reported in [2−4] . Due to the lack of suitable inline amplifiers, these experiments were limited to one fiber span. To realize MDM transmission over longer distances, multimode optical amplifiers are needed. MDM systems are sensitive to mode dependent loss (MDL) and mode-dependent gain (MDG), which can arise from different modes having different bending losses, and from network elements such as switches, couplers and filters. MDL is analogous to polarization-dependent loss (PDL) in SMF and can cause system outage. To realize high capacity and reliable performance, MDL per span should be minimal. A practical MM-EDFA needs precise and tunable control of the modal gains. In this paper, we propose a scheme for adjusting MDG via control of the mode content of the MM-EDFA pump. A multimode fiber amplifier is described by coupled differential equations involving: (i) evolution of the intensities of the various signal and pump modes along the amplifying medium and (ii) population inversion along the amplifying medium [5] .
II. THEORETICAL MODEL
Consider a step-index MMF shown in Fig. 1 whose core radius is r c , and a region of the core where r < a ≤ r c is uniformly doped with Erbium atoms at a concentration of 0 N .
The erbium-doped fiber (EDF) can be modeled as a quasithree-level system at 980 nm pumping. The background loss of EDF is assumed to be negligible due to its short length. The signal power , s i P and amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)
in the i-th mode at wavelength λ s evolve according to the following differential equations:
The pump power , p j P in the j-th mode at wavelength of p λ satisfies:
The population densities of dopant atoms in the ground state 
In these equations, ( III. SIMULATION We consider a "two-mode" MM-EDFA where the stepindex EDF is 30 meters long, with a core radius of r c = 8 μm, a numerical aperture of NA = 0.1, and V-numbers of 3.285 and 5.129 at λ s = 1530 nm and λ p = 980 nm, respectively. The EDF is assumed to be spooled in a bending radius large enough for macro-bending loss to be small over its length. The whole core is assumed to be uniformly doped (a = r c ) at a concentration of
. We use the notation LP ijs and LP xyp to denote the LP ij mode at λ s and LP xy mode at λ p . As 2.405 < V s < 3.832, two mode groups are supported at λ s . The LP 01s and LP 11s modes have two-and four-fold degeneracy, respectively [6] . Fig. 2(a) shows normalized radial intensity profiles (viewed along x) for the signal and pump modes. Assuming the MM-EDFA input has 0.05 mW power in each degenerate LP 01s and LP 11s modes (0.3 mW total), Figs 2(b) and (c) show modal gain when 980 nm pump is only in LP 01p and LP 21p . Since the intensity profile of LP 01p is better matched to LP 01s than LP 11s , Fig. 2(b) shows LP 01s has higher gain. Conversely, pumping in LP 21p gives higher gain for LP 11s . Note LP 21p is chosen over LP 11p because LP 11p does not give higher gain for LP 11s .
It is possible to control MDG by varying the relative powers of LP 01p and LP 21p . Since LP 11s will typically have higher bending loss in transmission and is expected to have higher nonlinear tolerance due to larger effective area, a practical MM-EDFA should pump primarily in LP 21p . A small amount of LP 01p can be added to adjust MDG as desired. Fig  3(a) shows modal gain versus LP 21p pump power, where the power of LP 01p is adjusted to maintain a 1 dB difference between the gains of LP 01s and LP 11s modes (denoted as ΔG 11s−01s ). Fig. 3(b) shows the same results for ΔG 11s−01s = 2 dB. Fig. 3(c) shows the sensitivity of modal gain to LP 01p power when LP 21p power is fixed at 150 mW. It is observed that ΔG 11s−01s changes by more than 4 dB even as LP 01p power is changed from only 0 to 20 mW, demonstrating wide tunability in dynamic range.
IV. CONCLUTION
A multimode fiber amplifier with modal gain control is proposed. By adjusting the relative amounts of LP 01 and LP 21 pump power at the input of the amplifier, the gains of the LP01 and LP11 signal modes can be tuned over a wide dynamic range. This modal gain control scheme can be generalized for an N-mode MM-EDFA by varying the powers of N wellchosen pump modes. 
